WORKING GROUP REPORT

The message from the World Asthma Meeting


ABSTRACT: The 1998 World Asthma Meeting (WAM) has been the first multidisciplinary event aimed to consider asthma as a global public health problem in children and adults. The purpose of the meeting was to present state-of-the-art scientific information and to make recommendations on the research agenda for the coming years.

Five Working Groups of invited experts were appointed to pin-point the established knowledge and the important questions in the areas of epidemiology, prevention, pathogenesis, management, and education. Their reports were discussed during the final plenary session, and are forming the current proceedings of the meeting.

The message of the World Asthma Meeting provides a research agenda supported by the major international bodies involved in this disease. An integrated approach is considered to be essential in order to improve the prevention and care of asthma in all countries of the world.


During the past decade, it has been increasingly recognized that bronchial asthma is a disease that affects the international community without frontiers. It is a growing public health problem of children and adults in many countries around the world, and the reasons for its highly variable and increasing prevalence are still poorly understood. Following the successful international meeting “Asthma 1995” in Chicago, USA, it was felt that the scientific and medical approach of this disease required a broader basis with input from high- as well as low-income countries. There is no doubt that only by recognizing the similarities and discrepancies of asthma between the various regions of the world, will the fight against this widespread disease be won. That is why six international societies, The European Respiratory Society (ERS), The American Academy of Allergy, Asthma and Immunology (AAAAI), American Thoracic Society (ATS), The European Academy of Allergology and Clinical Immunology (EAACI), The International Union Against Tuberculosis and Lung Diseases (IUATLD), The Global Initiative for Asthma (GINA), (including the National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute (NHLBI) and the World Health Organisation (WHO)), endorsed by seven supporting societies (Asociación Latinoamericana de Thórax (ALAT), Asian Pacific Society of Respiratology (APSR), European Federation of Asthma and Allergy Associations (EFA), International Pediatric Respiratory and Allergy Forum (IPRAF), International Study of Asthma and Allergies in Childhood (ISAAC), International Society for Aerosols in Medicine (ISAM), United Nations Environment Programme (UN-EP)) decided to organize the first global event, fully devoted to the science and care of asthma. It brought together around 3,000 basic and clinical scientists, nurses, practicing doctors, health care professionals and representatives from patient organizations, medical associations and governmental institutions. They exchanged their latest knowledge during a 3.5 days programme, and most importantly, also tried to formulate the most urgent questions regarding the causes and care of this illness in a truly integrated approach.

Regarding the latter, five Working Groups of ~20–25 delegates each were appointed to pin-point the established knowledge and most urgent questions regarding: the Epidemiology, Prevention, Pathogenesis, Management, and Education in asthma. The reports from these Working Groups were extensively discussed during the final, plenary and interactive session of the World Asthma Meeting (WAM), and together these are forming the present, collaborative message from most of the international bodies that are involved in combating asthma. It is hoped that these proceedings will serve as a research agenda for the coming years, thereby contributing to a world-wide improvement of the prevention and care of this chronic disease.

Epidemiology and prevention

The objectives for the Epidemiology working group were: 1) to define what is known about the prevalence, severity and mortality of asthma in the world; 2) to define the role of Epidemiology in evaluating the risk factors for
asthma; 3) to discuss present and proposed observational studies to describe the natural history of asthma and for the primary prevention of asthma; 4) to discuss the epidemiological studies that are needed in the fields of prevalence, cost of care and guideline development.

The objectives of the Prevention working group were: 1) to review the evidence for proposed methods to decrease the prevalence and severity of asthma, including epidemiological studies as well as trials of prevention; 2) to review primary prevention interventions, designed to decrease sensitization and/or the onset of disease and secondary or tertiary prevention interventions including allergen avoidance, designed to control the disease.

The Convenors of these two Working Groups decided that the two groups could operate most effectively if they combined. This combined meeting led to a successful and productive meeting. However, due to the time constraints that this combination imposed, the group was not able to fully address all of the objectives for both Working Groups.

**Multicentred studies of asthma prevalence and risk factors**

During the 1990s a number of large, multicentred epidemiological studies of asthma and related conditions in children and adults were undertaken. The Working Group discussed the present status of four major surveys.

**European Community Respiratory Health Survey.** The European Community Respiratory Health Survey (ECRHS) [1–4] investigated randomly selected samples of 20–44 yr olds in 35 centres in 16 countries around the world (mainly in Europe and other high-income countries). The principle hypotheses were: 1) that the prevalence of asthma, measured as symptoms and airway hyperresponsiveness (AHR), is heterogeneous within and across countries; 2) that the prevalence of atopy, measured as specific and total immunoglobulin (Ig)E, is heterogeneous within and across countries; 3) that there is heterogeneity in the nature of treatment for asthma. In addition a number of specific hypotheses about risk factors for asthma and atopy were tested.

**International Study of Asthma and Allergies in Childhood.** The International Study of Asthma and Allergies in Childhood (ISAAC) [5, 6] study measured the prevalence of symptoms of asthma and other allergic diseases in 6–7 yr old and 13–14 yr old children in up to 155 centres in 56 countries around the high and low income areas of the world. The major focus was on heterogeneity in the prevalence of disease. Hypotheses concerning risk factors have been examined by ecological analyses.

**Canadian multicentre studies.** These were conducted among adults in six centres using a protocol similar to the ECRHS.

**Australian (New South Wales) multicentre studies.** These studies in 8–11 yr old children were conducted in urban and rural parts of New South Wales (NSW). Heterogeneity in the prevalence of asthma symptoms, airway hyperresponsiveness (AHR), and atopy were examined together with specific risk factor hypotheses.

**What have we learnt from these studies?**

**There is marked regional variation in the prevalence of asthma.** This regional variation exists both within and across countries, including among high-income countries. Particular features of this inter-regional variation include: 1) higher prevalence in English-speaking countries. This was evident for measures which are independent of language: the ISAAC video questionnaire and methacholine challenge testing in the ECRHS; 2) strong West to East, and less strong North to South, gradient within Europe; 3) major differences within ethnically-similar, geographically-separate populations: between Guangzhou and Hong Kong; between Spain and Portugal and Latin America; 4) within-country variation in the prevalence of AHR may be as great as between-country differences. Substantial regional variation was observed among adults in Canada and Spain but not among children in NSW.

**There is regional variation in the prevalence of atopy.** The variation in the prevalence of atopy is less than the variation in the prevalence of asthma. Important findings about the variation of atopy were: 1) variation in atopy only explains part of the variation in asthma; 2) the mean total IgE and the prevalence of positive skin-prick tests (or specific IgE) for each centre are poorly correlated across the ECRHS. However, within each centre subjects with raised total IgE were more likely to have positive skin-prick tests.

Some risk factors are consistently observed across study centres. 1) Sensitization to common aeroallergens (atopy) is a strong risk factor for asthma; 2) atopy is associated with a positive family history; 3) increased sibship size is a protective factor for atopy; 4) certain occupational groups have an increased risk of more severe asthma.

Some observed associations require further investigation. Ecological analyses may be useful for generating hypotheses about possible risk factors requiring further exploration. The following observations about the prevalence of asthma symptoms have been made on the basis of comparisons among the ISAAC-centres. 1) the prevalence of asthma symptoms is correlated with the fat consumption as a proportion of dietary calories; 2) it is weakly correlated with per capita gross domestic product (GDP); 3) it is negatively correlated with tuberculosis notification rates but not with measles rates; 4) it is negatively correlated with the particulate pollution levels (among the Asian centres); 5) it is higher in people who use gas for cooking (in some centres in the ECRHS but not in others).

The principle limitation of these cross-sectional studies is that they give no direct evidence about the incidence of asthma or atopy. Although incidence is inferred from prevalence data, many factors simultaneously influence prevalence: treatment, disease exacerbations, disease remissions, and deaths, as well as incidence of new cases. As a consequence, it is difficult, using cross-sectional studies, to distinguish among the risk factors for each of these events or attributes. The major issue is the confusion between factors that cause people to have asthma and factors which cause people to have exacerbations of asthma.
Comparison of levels of exposure to putative risk factors between centres with differing asthma prevalence has been useful for examining some hypotheses about the aetiology of asthma (for example, effects of air pollution and socioeconomic status). However, such ecological analyses must be treated cautiously since it is likely that many factors will vary among centres and causation cannot be attributed to any one factor. This is most obvious in the comparison between high prevalence, high-income countries and low prevalence, low-income countries where the range of differences in exposures is very substantial.

Ancillary benefits. The major international collaborative studies have had important consequences beyond their direct contribution to knowledge about asthma. Developments from these studies will greatly enhance the prospects for future international collaborations. Specific assets which have been developed are: 1) an international collaborative network of respiratory epidemiologists and teams trained to do epidemiological studies; 2) transfer of knowledge and technology necessary for the conduct of respiratory epidemiological studies; 3) standardization of methods for study of the epidemiology of asthma.

What more can be learnt from these studies? Analysis of individual risk factor data from the ECRHS is continuing. A second phase of the ISAAC is planned to examine risk factors for asthma in centres which have been shown, in the first phase, to differ in the prevalence of asthma symptoms. These additional investigations should help to elucidate individual risk factors and may explain some of the variation among countries.

A repeat cross-sectional ISAAC is planned for 2001. This will examine changes over time in the prevalence of asthma symptoms.

What are the important questions?

About risk factors. How should hypotheses be generated? The Working Group discussed two approaches to the development of a research strategy for identifying risk factors for asthma.

One approach is to test hypotheses based on current paradigms for the mechanisms of asthma. Elements of the proposed mechanistic pathway can be systematically examined and tested. This has the advantage of integration with the efforts of laboratory colleagues. However, there are several competing paradigms to choose from: e.g. the immunology and inflammation model and the abnormal smooth muscle model. Furthermore, the existing paradigms do not provide much guidance on the environmental exposures or immunological stimuli that might be the initiating factor for the cascade of events leading to asthma.

The second strategy is to follow observed associations. Hypotheses are generated by examination of unexplained variation in the prevalence of asthma. This approach does not make assumptions about the underlying mechanisms but seeks empirically to build a risk profile. An example of a suitable circumstance is the substantial difference in the prevalence of asthma between Hong Kong and Guangzhou. These are two cities which are geographically close and have ethnically similar populations. There may be important differences in lifestyle which explain the very different prevalence of asthma.

What aspects of the asthma syndrome do the risk factors influence? In considering the effect of risk factors on the expression of asthma it is important to identify the state, or aspect of asthma or allergy, which risk factors influence. Some of the relevant states, for which risk factors are sought, include: 1) atopy (any sensitization); 2) specific sensitization (for example, to house dust mites); 3) airway hyperresponsiveness; 4) asthma symptoms; 5) severe asthma; 6) exacerbations of asthma; 7) deaths from asthma.

Is the risk factor adverse or protective? It has been proposed that the expression of asthma results from the balance between a lack of protective factors for asthma and an excess of adverse factors that increase risk. To a certain extent these are simply two sides of the same coin. The absence of a protective factor represents an adverse factor.

Are there genetic polymorphisms that influence the effect of the proposed environmental risk factor? These may be an important source of interaction between genes and the environment and explain variation in the effect of some risk factors.

What types of studies should be performed to learn more about the causes of asthma? Most of the existing information on risk factors comes from cross-sectional studies. Some of the limitations of cross-sectional studies were discussed above. The Working Group agreed that cohort studies, to identify the role of potential risk factors at various stages during the evolution of asthma, are important. Several cohort studies are underway. There may be a place for a cohort study following the existing international collaborative studies (ECRHS and ISAAC). There is also a continuing role for cross-sectional comparative studies.

Existing databases such as hospitalization records, insurance and health maintenance organization (HMO) records and other routinely collected statistics provide useful information on local trends in disease prevalence but they have important limitations for aetiological research. In particular, there is a risk of selection bias due to the non-random entry of subjects into the study base. Furthermore, the classification of disease states may not be as rigorous as is required for research purposes leading to a risk of misclassification bias. Finally, the main limitation for risk factor research is that databases usually hold only very limited information on aetologically-relevant exposures.

The Working Group agreed that randomized controlled trials are an important way of establishing a causal role of an environmental exposure. Of course not all exposures are suitable for evaluation in such trials. For example, it would not be possible to randomly allocate breast-feeding or exposure to environmental tobacco smoke. Randomized controlled trials of environmental modification for the prevention of asthma are expensive and lengthy. At this stage there is insufficient evidence to mount an international collaborative intervention study.

Where should researchers be looking? In high-income countries most asthma begins in childhood. In searching for exposure causing the onset of this disease it seems appropriate to look at young children. However, there
are other population cohorts who will be informative: 1) migrants from low prevalence countries to high prevalence countries. There is some evidence that, over time, they acquire a prevalence of asthma similar to that of the destination country [7]. 2) occupational groups, to understand the development of occupational asthma; 3) adults with and without asthma, to understand factors leading to adult-onset disease, and to identify risk factors for a more severe course.

There is also much to learn about the aetiology of asthma by studying disease epidemics such as the soybean-related epidemic in Barcelona, Spain and thunderstorm epidemics in the UK and Australia.

**Conclusion**

Existing data allow researchers to be confident that atopy, both in general and to specific allergens, family history, and certain occupational exposures are risk factors for asthma. The role of other environmental factors in the aetiology is not yet established.

**Primary prevention trials.** The purpose of randomized controlled trials for the primary prevention of asthma is to test two hypotheses: 1) that specific exposures are related to the development of asthma; 2) that specific interventions are useful in preventing asthma. Two such trials have published findings: 1) a study of food and inhalant allergen avoidance from birth to age 1 yr in an Isle of Wight (UK) based cohort of infants at high risk of atopy by virtue of a positive family history. Compared to the control group, the intervention group experienced a reduced incidence of eczema and of allergy to house dust mite (HDM) allergen up to the age of 4 yrs [8–10]. There was no significant difference in the incidence of asthma or rhinitis; 2) a study of HDM allergen avoidance in infants with eczema or food allergy. Allergen avoidance was achieved by encasing mattresses and quilts in an impermeable cover. This Japanese study showed a reduction in the incidence of allergy to house dust mites (assessed as positive skin-prick tests) and of asthma over the ensuing 12 months [11].

**Ongoing studies**

The Working Group heard reports from five primary prevention intervention studies that are currently being conducted (detailed below). All these trials are directed at infants with a family history of atopy and/or asthma. The preventive interventions are implemented at, or before birth. Four of the five trials include an allergen avoidance component. The principle outcomes are asthma and atopy.

The Working Group was aware of a sixth study, from Southhampton, UK, which also focuses on the benefits of HDM avoidance for primary prevention [12]. Details of this study were not available to the Working Group.

**Canadian study.** This study is being undertaken in Vancouver and Winnipeg [13]. Infants with a family history of asthma and/or allergic disease were recruited and randomized into an active intervention and a "usual care" group (n=250, in both groups). The multi-faceted intervention was directed at avoidance of several proposed environmental and dietary risk factors for asthma: HDM, pets, "allergenic" foods (for the infants and for the lactating mother), and environmental tobacco smoke within the infant’s home. Breast-feeding to age 4 months was encouraged. An intensive HDM avoidance regimen was implemented including encasing infants’ and parents’ mattresses, washing bedding in hot water and removal of carpets or acaricidal treatment of remaining carpets. Information on viral respiratory tract infections was collected during the study.

Outcomes at age 12 months have been assessed by a paediatric allergist. Infants were classified, principally on the basis of history of symptoms, as "no asthma", "possible asthma" or "probable asthma". The presence of rhinitis, eczema, symptoms of food allergy and positive skin-prick tests to common allergens was also elicited.

Recruitment and 1-yr follow-up have now been completed.

**Manchaster, UK study.** This study is being conducted in infants with a strongly positive family history of atopy; both parents having positive skin-prick tests. Three hundred infants have been recruited and randomized antenatally. A vigorous HDM avoidance intervention was implemented in the active treatment group from 16 weeks gestation [14]. The intervention includes the replacement of carpets with newly fitted smooth flooring in all the infants’ bedrooms; encasement of new infant mattresses’ and parents’ beds; hot washing all linen, provision of a vacuum cleaner with a high efficiency filter; and application of an acaricide to the lounge room floor and furnishings. Very low HDM allergen levels have been achieved in the actively treated beds. Recruitment has been completed. The study outcomes will be the incidence of atopy and asthma.

These investigators are simultaneously conducting a cohort study to identify risk factors for atopy and asthma among infants with a negative family history of atopy. A randomized-controlled trial of early use of inhaled steroids for wheezing illness (secondary prevention) is being conducted among children with an intermediate family history (one parent atopic).

**Sydney, Australia study.** Six hundred infants with a family history of asthma are being recruited antenatally and randomized to one of four groups testing dietary and HDM avoidance interventions. HDM avoidance procedures in this trial include encasing the infants’ mattresses and washing all bedding in an acaricidal solution at 3-month intervals. Where the infant sleeps in the parents’ bed, this bed is treated in a similar manner. The dietary intervention seeks to increase the ratio of omega-3 to omega-6 fatty acids in the infants diet by giving fish oil supplements and substituting high omega-6 containing cooking oils and spreads.

Study outcomes will be the incidence of atopy, asthma and other allergic diseases. Recruitment is still in progress.

**The Netherlands study.** This study, which focuses on the effect of HDM allergen avoidance, is being conducted among 1,200 infants with a maternal history of atopy and/or asthma. Infants are recruited antenatally and randomized to one of three groups: mattress and pillow
encasings to parents’ and infant’s bed, placebo encasings, and no encasings. Outcomes being assessed are clinical features of allergic diseases, total IgE and specific IgE. Recruitment has been completed and the 12-month evaluation is nearly completed. Follow-up at 4 and 8 yrs is planned.

Swedish studies. This study tests the effect of alteration in intestinal flora on the risk of atopy. Infants with a positive family history of atopy are administered lactobacillus three times a week for 6 months. The study outcomes will be symptoms of allergic disease, specific IgE and T-cell responses.

Questions arising from primary prevention studies

When should the intervention be implemented? In the current studies, the time of implementation ranges from 16 weeks gestation to the time of onset of wheezing during the first year of life. The rationale for early intervention is that it may be more effective if implemented during the period of immune system maturation and before initial sensitization to allergens.

Single, focused intervention or multi-faceted intervention. This is really a question of trial design and interpretation. Multi-faceted interventions are probably more appropriate from the public health standpoint but are more difficult to interpret as evidence for the effect of specific aetiological factors.

Will mite allergy be replaced by cat allergy (or other indoor allergens)? This would minimize or nullify the beneficial effect of intervention. It seems likely that a range of indoor allergens should be avoided.

How should outcomes be measured? The specific outcomes to be measured depend on the hypothesis being tested. However, there are important practical difficulties in measuring clinical outcomes in infants. The relevance of early wheezing illness to the expression of asthma in later life is complex. It is not yet clear which clinical, physiological or immunological markers in infancy predict the subsequent incidence of clinically important asthma.

Will early life avoidance increase the risk of later allergic response? There is a theoretical possibility that loss of antigen tolerance, which might have occurred due to early life allergen exposure, may predispose the child to sensitization when they subsequently encounter the allergen in later life. However, comparison of countries with different bedding in early childhood, for example New Zealand versus USA, does not suggest that this is a problem.

Will it be necessary to maintain avoidance for life? Interventions in infancy are based on the immunological model of immune deviation which suggests that events in early life are crucial to the life-long risk of allergic disease. This remains to be established. The occupational model and some migrant studies have suggested that acquisition of allergic disease can occur due to exposures encountered in adult life.

Conclusion

The randomized-controlled trials that are currently underway have not yet progressed to a stage that permits definite conclusions to be drawn about the effectiveness of interventions for primary prevention of asthma.

Interventions for people with asthma (tertiary prevention). The role of preventive measures in people with established asthma was not reviewed comprehensively by the Working Group. Deliberations on the role of allergen avoidance and disease management are summarized below. There are several other exposures (which were not discussed) which may contribute to adverse outcomes of asthma for example, environmental tobacco smoke, air pollutants, and diet.

Allergen avoidance. The first objective evidence that avoidance of household allergens could be effective in the management of asthma came from the studies of Storm van Leeuwen in The Netherlands in 1929. Storm van Leeuwen showed that approximately 75% of asthmatics who moved to a "climate chamber" improved. Since that time many studies have investigated different aspects of allergen avoidance as treatment for asthma. The studies can be divided into three categories: 1) avoidance in a sanatorium or hospital room [15–18]; 2) controlled trials of avoidance measures in a patient’s house [19–23]; 3) detailed studies of methods used to control exposure to dust mite, cat, or cockroach allergens [16, 24–26].

The sanatorium or hospital room studies have been almost uniformly successful, demonstrating decreased symptoms, decreased medication requirements and progressive decreases in AHR over weeks or months [15–18]. However, the benefits seen in these studies could be attributed to any one or more of reduced exposure to mite, animal dander and fungal allergens, as well as removal from family, change in diet and regular exercise.

The published controlled trials of allergen avoidance in the treatment of asthma all relate to dust mite allergic individuals and the results have been mixed. The problems with these studies have been of several kinds: many of the studies have been too short in duration and over half did not achieve a decrease in allergen exposure. There are five published controlled trials that have achieved a prolonged decrease in allergen exposure [19–23] and four of these [19, 21–23] have reported a significant improvement in symptoms and AHR in the active treatment group. It is this evidence that led the National Allergen Exposure Prevention Programme (NAEPP) to recommend specific advice about allergen avoidance as a first line treatment for all patients with persistent asthma.

Reducing exposure to major indoor allergens requires an understanding of the biology of the source, and the factors that influence the distribution within the house. This has become possible because indoor allergens have been purified and sensitive assays developed. The distribution of mite allergen within a house is very different from that of cat or dog allergen. Mite allergen is carried on large particles, only becomes airborne during disturbance and is not distributed into other houses or schools. By contrast, cat allergen is carried on smaller particles that can remain airborne and can be reduced with an air filter once the source is controlled. Animal dander allergens are spread
widespread through the community so that exposure can occur away from the source. In summary: 1) mite avoidance can be achieved but requires vigorous measures to control or isolate the sites of growth; 2) reducing exposure to cat allergens if the cat remains in the house requires aggressive measures including treating the cat, reducing reservoirs and air filtration. These measures are difficult to maintain experimentally and have not been achieved in a controlled trial; 3) reducing exposure to cockroach allergens requires cleaning to reduce the reservoirs, aggressive control of food sources and extensive baiting of the house. This approach as a method of treating asthma has not been achieved on a consistent basis.

Disease management. The Working Group discussed the issue of health services research. There is a need for this research to encompass the needs of low-income countries. New strategies are required to improve access to effective health care for all people with asthma regardless of their financial status or ability to pay.

Future research directions

The aim of research into risk factors, treatment and prevention of asthma is to make recommendations for public health action to ameliorate the burden of asthma in the community. The process includes the following steps: 1) identifying candidate risk factors for asthma from: a) targeted cross-sectional studies comparing heterogeneous populations; b) cohort studies in various risk groups; and c) nested case-control studies within existing cohorts; 2) proposing interventions designed to modify risk factors in subjects at risk of the development of asthma; 3) implementing randomized controlled trials to test the effectiveness of these interventions; 4) evaluating their cost-effectiveness; 5) making recommendations based on these evaluations. Specific recommendations should be targeted at: a) public policy makers, such as politicians and health bureaucrats; b) health care providers, including primary care providers and hospitals; c) health care consumers, that is, patients; d) general community; e) research community and research funders.

Currently progress towards interventions for the prevention of asthma is being made along the first three steps.

Pathogenesis

The working group on asthma pathogenesis chose to focus on six areas that they felt were important and in which progress was likely to be possible in the near future. This selection does not mean that other areas not mentioned are unimportant, but with the constraints of the WAM, some selectivity was required. The six topics selected were: 1) the early life origins of atopy and asthma; 2) what translates atopy into asthma?; 3) intrinsic and non-IgE mediated asthma; 4) T-cell regulation of asthma; 5) the role of the epithelium as victim or perpetrator in asthma; 6) the relevance of airways remodelling.

Early life origins of atopy and asthma

Established facts. 1) atopy, the ability to make specific IgE to environmental allergens, is so common that it should not be regarded as a defect; 2) the individual propensity for atopy and asthma is genetically determined, but the large regional variations in atopy and asthma are due to environmental factors [1, 6]; 3) the fact that maternal atopy and asthma have a major influence on the early development of atopy and asthma in offspring suggest a priming effect of the mother on the foetus. The mother contributes genetic risk factors but the uterus serves as an environment in which the foetal immune system develops and in which other aspects of maternal health and nutrition have an impact [27]; 4) allergic disease is to a considerable extent the consequence of a deficient downregulation of immune responses to allergens [28]; 5) in foetal life there is a normal and universal skewing of T-lymphocyte responses towards the Th2 helper cell (Th2 cytokine profile [29]). This both down-regulates maternal Th1 responses, thereby preventing foetal rejection, and probably encourages normal foetal growth. The postnatal maturation of T-cell responses to aeroallergens in atopic and nonatopic infants suggests that the continuation of fetal allergen-specific Th2 responses is a feature of the inductive phase of atopy [30]. It may help to sensitize the foetus to its mother’s intestinal parasites thereby providing efficient early protection against parasite exposure during delivery. The mechanism by which this occurs has yet to be established, but recent data suggest that amniotic fluid contains cytokines, immunoglobulin and antigen which would facilitate foetal exposure via the skin, respiratory tract and gut to those antigens in the maternal environment. The foetal gut contains remarkably mature antigen presenting cells, B-cells and T-cells from as early as 16 weeks gestation [31, 32]; 6) if Th2 skewed immune responses are a normal phenomenon in foetal life, then the key event must be the switch of response towards the Th1 pattern either in late pregnancy or in the early postnatal period. Most recent attention has focused on some infectious diseases, which may prevent the development of atopy [33] and the microbial environment as being important in this T-cell phenotype switching [34]. While infection may, in some circumstances, switch the response, it is also possible that normal commensal gut flora triggers a “bystander stimulation” of Th1-associated immune responses” [35]; 7) early onset atopy is the strongest predictor for subsequent asthma and also for the persistence of asthma through adolescence into adult life. Studies have identified that this occurs particularly in relation to sensitivity to egg, HDM, grass pollen, the mould Alternaria, and cat allergen. This is entirely dependent on environmental exposures in early life, and therefore varies from one environment to another. It is therefore an antigen non-specific phenomenon. Whether the early onset of atopy is the cause of asthma and its persistence, or merely an associated phenomenon, has not yet been established [36, 37]; 8) genetic polymorphisms may determine subtypes of asthma, including the timing and pattern of disease onset, disease progression and severity. Some gene defects may be local, and others may be time-limited. There is a need for greater understanding about gene defects which may overlap with other inflammatory diseases and how genetic polymorphisms may influence responsiveness to pharmacological agents [38–40].

Research agenda. 1) understanding the regulation of primary immune responses to allergens; 2) examining the impact of microbial flora on immune regulation; 3) which lifestyle factors are triggering allergy and immune deviation?; 4) unravelling the genetics of atopy and asthma, especially polymorphisms (see above).
What translates atopy into asthma?

Established facts. 1) The majority of patients with asthma which develops in the first three decades of life have evidence of atopy or allergy. They have elevated IgE concentrations, positive skin tests and clinical symptoms in association with allergen exposure. Inhalation of allergen can cause an early as well as a late phase bronchoconstriction in patients with asthma, and also in patients with allergic rhinitis. The allergic rhinitis patient, however, does not have spontaneous episodes of wheezing. The question of what converts atopy into asthma is important and holds valuable insight into mechanisms of asthma. 2) There is evidence that the amount of antigen exposure, in early life, influences the age at which wheezing begins [41]. The nature of the allergen, its particle size, any enzymatic properties and the allergen load are also relevant; 3) Certain viral respiratory infections, particularly early in life, will not only enhance the allergic diathesis but also increase the likelihood that asthma will be associated with atopy [42–44]. However, epidemiological data suggest that having older siblings is protective against atopy [45], and this is presumed to be due to an effect of respiratory infections deviating the immune response from a Th2 towards a Th1 pattern; 4) Some patients with allergic rhinitis experience wheezing when their hay fever symptoms intensify. It is not clear whether this means that asthma has always been present and became symptomatic only with the development of active rhinitis symptoms, or alternatively that the upper airways influence lower airway function [41, 42]; 5) Airways eosinophilia is a characteristic feature of asthma and is associated with the severity of the disease [46]. The cytokine pattern associated with this response includes interleukin (IL)-5, regulated on activation, normal T-cell cytokine pattern associated with this response includes interleukin (IL)-5, regulated on activation, normal T-cell expressed and secreted (RANTES), eotaxin and IL-4 [47, 48].

Research agenda. 1) What are the implications of early respiratory infection for aetiology, prevention and therapy?; 2) What role do counter-regulatory cytokines such as interferon (IFN) or IL-10 play?; 3) Are researchers dealing with a single airway from the nose to the alveoli or is there focused inflammation, driven either by organ-specific gene activation or T-cell trafficking to certain parts of the respiratory tract?; 4) Does the eosinophil-enhancing immune response lead to airway inflammation and hence to asthma?

Intrinsic and non-IgE mediated occupational asthma

Established facts. 1) A general consensus has been reached for a definition of nonatopic (intrinsic) asthma, i.e. patients with asthma who are not allergic to common allergens, and have no history of atopic diseases. However, there are problems with a negative definition and conversely, it is difficult to accept that asthma in a patient with a positive skin test to HDM always means that mite allergy is responsible for the asthma. Aspirin sensitivity and non-IgE-mediated occupational asthma also present difficulties of classification; 2) Some peculiarities may be recognized in the clinical presentation. Thus nonatopic asthma is more frequent in females and usually starts later in life than atopic asthma; the onset is often preceded by a respiratory flu-like illness; nasal polyps and aspirin sensitivity are particularly frequent; nonatopic asthma often has a more severe clinical course than atopic asthma; 3) The histological characteristics of nonatopic and atopic asthma are broadly similar, with elevated numbers of activated eosinophils and T-lymphocytes in the bronchial mucosa and elevated expression of pro-eosinophilic cytokines (IL-5, IL-3, IL-13, granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF) and CC chemokines which interact with CCR3) [45–50]. The only cell type which shows any distinction between intrinsic and atopic asthma is the macrophage, with increased expression of CD68 in intrinsic asthma; 4) Occupational asthma is an interesting model of asthma since exposure to the occupational agent may be characterized and controlled. Several studies have led to a better understanding of the mechanisms of occupational asthma [51–54]. Moreover, cessation of exposure may lead to a remission of the disease [55, 56] or its persistence. Understanding the reasons for these trends may be of importance for the long-term prognosis of non-occupational asthma.

Research agenda. 1) Is there a role for IL-4 in nonatopic asthma?; 2) Does local IgE production occur in the bronchial mucosa of nonatopic asthmatics?; 3) Is nonatopic asthma virally induced?; 4) Is nonatopic asthma an autoimmune disorder?; 5) Is there a role for occupational antigens in nonatopic asthma?; 6) Is nonatopic asthma a single entity or do different mechanisms lead to the same clinical expression?; 7) Are there differences in response to drugs between atopic and nonatopic asthma?; 8) Is there local IgE production in nonatopic asthma? Is it relevant to the disease?; 9) What is the significance of CD68+ macrophages detected in nonatopic asthma bronchial submucosa?

T-cell regulation of asthma

Established facts. 1) The pathology of asthma is associated with disturbances in an extremely complex cytokine network [57]. 2) Asthma seems to be a T-cell-driven disease, but many cell types, including eosinophils, mast cells, basophils, B-cells and macrophages are involved, and several of these can release Th2-type cytokines including IL-4, IL-5 and GM-CSF; 3) Patients with severe asthma have increased levels of activated CD4+ , CD25+ T-cells in their peripheral blood and bronchi [58]; 4) Cytokine production profiles of T-cells, isolated from bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) or bronchi, or detected directly by immunohistochemistry in bronchial biopsies are characterized by the production of Th2 cytokines [47, 59]. This Th2 cytokine production profile is expressed by CD4+ as well as CD8+ cells [60]. Nevertheless, the polarization of T-cells into Th1 and Th2 subtypes appears to be more true in mouse than in man [61] and the paradigm of asthma as a Th2 disease cannot be completely demonstrated [62].

Research agenda. 1) Given that cytokines are the major driving force of T-cell differentiation [58, 63], which other cell types are involved in the induction of (allergen-specific) Th2 cells in asthma?; 2) What are the relative
frequencies of allergen-specific versus non-specific T-cells in the bronchial mucosa; 3) do specific subsets of T-cells home into the bronchial mucosa of asthmatic patients, as has been shown for accumulation of T-cells in the skin of patients with atopic dermatitis [64], and if so, which are the homing receptors involved in this process [65]; 4) what is the role of chemokines and their receptors in the infiltration of T-cells in the bronchi of asthmatic patients [66–68]; 5) what is the role of CD8+ T-cells in the pathogenesis of asthma [69]; 6) is it possible to restore the Th1/Th2 balance by influencing the cytokine milieu, rather than by targeting the T-cells themselves?

Role of epithelium in asthma

Established facts. 1) Epithelium is an important physical barrier, between the target tissues and various antigens and noxious stimuli, as well as between inflammatory mediators and target tissues, and between therapeutically and the target tissues; 2) the epithelium responds to injury: the epithelium in asthma is more fragile and often observed to be sloughed along a particular cleavage plane. This, and its relevance to the pathogenesis, is much debated; 3) dendritic cells [70] and other "epithelial" cells act as antigen presenting cells and initiate allergic inflammation by their interaction with resident intra-epithelial lymphocytes. Dendritic cell and lymphocyte traffic occurs. The timing, during infancy, of their exposure to infection/alergens is critical to the later development of the allergic condition and asthma; 4) the epithelium is a rich source of mediators/cytokines that have a variety of important biological functions in the lung, including inducing bronchocostriction, promoting inflammation and promoting remodelling[71]. These include: a) lipid mediators: prostaglandins, thromboxanes, leukotrienes, platelet activating factor (PAF), hydroxy-eicosatetraenoic acid (HETE) [72]; b) pro-inflammatory cytokines: tumour necrosis factor (TNF) α, IL-1, IL-2, IL-6, IL-10, IL-11 [73]; c) chemokines: IL-8, RANTES, eotaxin, monocyte chemotactic peptide (MCP)-1, MCP-4, growth-related oncogene protein (GROα, GRββ), IL-16 [74]; d) colony-stimulating factors: GM-CSF, granulocyte colony-stimulating factor (G-CSF) [75]; e) growth factors: transforming growth factor (TGF)-β [76]; f) nitric oxide [77]; g) epithelial derived relaxant factor, epithelial derived constrictor factor; h) peptides: e.g. endothelin [78, 79]; i) peptidases [80]; and j) adhesion molecules [81, 82]. 5) the resultant profile and balance of these molecules determines the nature, severity and long-term consequences and extent of airway wall remodelling including thickening of the reticular basement membrane and enlargement of bronchial smooth muscle mass; 6) the epithelium not only recruits inflammatory cells from the vascular compartment, providing a chemical gradient of chemoatraction, but also regulates the clearance of inflammatory cells by retention or induction of apoptosis of inflammatory cells; 7) movement across the epithelium of transudate and exudate (i.e. protein and inflammatory cells) leads to airway plugging by a highly tenacious secretion [83]. The epithelium modulates secretory events in asthma, producing both mucus and secretagogues.

Research agenda. 1) How do epithelium, pollutants, and viruses interact in the development of allergic inflammation? 2) is epithelial "injury" a common feature of several inflammatory conditions (including asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), bronchiectasis and fibrosing alveolitis) but with differing resultant patterns of pro-inflammatory molecules? If so, why? 3) is the epithelium abnormal to start with and therefore prone to injury, or does it become abnormal as the result of injury? If so, is the response to injury normal or abnormal? 4) what are the factors that control epithelial cell apoptosis and replication? What is the appropriate model in which to study these phenomena? 5) what role does the epithelium play in controlling transudation and mucus formation? 6) what is the role of the epithelium in regulating airways remodelling? Is this mediated through cytokines, growth factors or neurogenic inflammation? 7) can key epithelial pro-inflammatory molecules or their receptors be blocked to reduce the inflammatory response? Which molecules should be targeted?

Airways remodelling: important or epiphenomenon?

Established facts. 1) The asthma paradox: according to standard definitions, symptoms of asthma are usually associated with variable airflow limitation that is reversible either spontaneously or with treatment. However, it is known that asthma is a chronic inflammatory disorder of the airways and the airways inflammation produces changes in the airways wall (remodelling) which seem largely irreversible with standard therapy [84]. So, how reversible is reversible asthma?; 2) in children and adults with asthma, the lamina fibro-reticularis is thickened [85, 86] as the result of an abnormal deposition of extracellular interstitial matrix components such as fibronectin, collagen type I, III and V [85], tenascin [86] and laminin β2 [87]. The degree of subepithelial layer thickness is weakly but significantly correlated with baseline forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV1) [88], the degree of methacholine hyperresponsiveness [88, 89] and clinical disease severity scores [90]. In addition, subepithelial collagen deposition tends to increase in more severe asthma [91, 92]. Indirect evidence of airway remodelling may be found using computed tomography (CT)-scans [93]. These changes may contribute to persistent abnormalities in lung function in some patients with asthma, but not by any means in all patients; 3) some of these changes are "irreversible" while others can be reduced by "anti-inflammatory" therapies; 4) subjects at risk of developing chronic asthma show a mild degree of subepithelial collagen deposition. Patients with seasonal asthma [86] and with allergic rhinitis [91, 94] show an irregularly distributed subepithelial fibrosis. The degree of subepithelial collagen deposition in asthmatics is significantly related to the number of fibroblasts in the submucosa [95] and the expression of TGF-β in epithelial and submucosal cells [76]. The reduction in the thickness of the reticular layer seen in some studies after corticosteroid treatment could be due to a decrease in the number of fibroblasts and of activated eosinophils or to an increase in matrix metalloproteases [96]. A reduction in the deposition of collagen type III and tenascin [86] has been reported after therapy with inhaled steroids. Although elastic fibres are disrupted in asthma [97] and elastase levels are increased in sputum from asthmatics [98], short-term or long-term treatment with corticosteroids does not reduce the content of elastic
fibres [99]. In addition, after a prolonged period of stimulus avoidance, a small but significant reduction in the degree of subepithelial thickening has been noted in isocyanate-sensitive asthmatics [100]; 5) the airway wall of patients with asthma is also characterized by an increase in muscle mass [101, 102] in mucous glands [102] and in vessel area leading to a thickened airway wall and a markedly and permanently reduced airways calibre. These features result in an increased resistance to airflow particularly when there is bronchial contraction and AHR [103]. The effect on airflow is compounded by the presence of increased mucous secretion and inflammatory exudate, which not only blocks the airway passages but causes an increased surface tension favouring airway closure; 6) airway remodelling in asthma seems to be due to a combination of the increased release of profibrotic growth factors and an imbalance between synthesis and degradation of the extracellular matrix; 7) eosinophils are important inflammatory effector cells in bronchial asthma. Release of eosinophil basic proteins is associated with tissue destruction and, as a consequence, airway remodelling in asthma. Eosinophils may also actively participate in the remodelling process by synthesizing and releasing factors, that can directly stimulate fibroblasts such as TGF-β [104], TGF-β, and epidermal growth factor (EGF) have been reported to be highly expressed in asthmatic airways [76, 105]. Eosinophils also play a critical role in the degradation of the interstitial matrix, a process which is important for the reorganization of the airway architecture. Together these data suggest that eosinophils play a major role in the irreversible process of airway remodelling. Since inhibition of eosinophil apoptosis is one important mechanism leading to their accumulation in allergic tissues [106, 107], the induction of eosinophil apoptosis appears to be a reasonable approach for both reduction of inflammation and prevention of airway remodelling in asthma.

Research Agenda. 1) Researchers need a standardized consensus definition of airways remodelling that incorporates information from histology, morphometry, and immunohistochemistry using samples from intrinsic versus extrinsic asthmatics as well as appropriate controls (including those with other lung diseases); 2) to what extent is this remodelling process a normal response to an abnormal injury or is the response itself abnormal?; 3) what perpetuates the remodelling process?; 4) does the heterogeneity in time and extent reflect genetic variation or environmental factors?; 5) how early does remodelling begin?; 6) how does remodelling progress?; 7) is remodelling reversible?; 8) can the remodelling process be altered and do any of the current anti-inflammatory strategies make any difference to the long-term outcome?; 9) can a useful and relevant marker (or markers) of remodelling be found?; 10) does airways remodelling change the behaviour of airways smooth muscle, thereby promoting a force-maintaining "latch"-state of the muscle in asthma [108]?

Management

The workgroup discussion centred on the global approach to the management of asthma and the usefulness of therapeutic guidelines for the different health care settings in the world. The starting point for the discussion was the revised version of the Guidelines for the management and prevention of asthma, released by GINA at the occasion of the World Asthma Day [109].

Classification of asthma by severity

Established issues. The classification of both chronic and acute asthma by severity is based on consensus, both in adults and children. There are only minor differences between the different asthma guidelines and they are irrelevant [109–115]. The GINA guidelines distinguish four steps of severity in chronic asthma: intermittent, mild persistent, moderate persistent and severe persistent. The steps differ with regard to the frequency and the severity of the symptoms, the interference of the symptoms with daytime activities and sleep, the degree of airflow limitation and the baseline therapy. The classification by severity of chronic asthma is useful for the education of health care workers so that they can learn how to manage asthma and when to refer a patient to a more sophisticated level of health care. This allows an appropriate assignment of health care resources. The classification by severity should be adapted nationally and locally, dependent on the availability of diagnostic tools such as peak flow meters. The level of education of the health care workers must also be taken into account.

Remaining questions. 1) Although the consensus criteria for classification are helpful, their impact would certainly be strengthened if clinical and epidemiological studies would provide evidence that the criteria are relevant to important outcome measures. These could include requirements for different forms of treatment to obtain control of asthma, risk of severe exacerbations, morbidity and mortality, quality of life and use of health care resources; 2) better criteria are needed for referral of patients with asthma within health care systems. The criteria will of course depend on the organization of the health care system, the education of the health care providers and the available resources; 3) in classifying the severity of chronic asthma in children, roughly the same characteristics are used as in the classification of adult asthma. It is very probable that the manifestations of uncontrolled asthma are different in children, especially the younger ones. The level of daily activity and the absence from school might be useful criteria to characterize the impact of asthma on individual asthmatic children. The specificity and sensitivity of these criteria need to be investigated. They indeed present characteristics that can be influenced both by the asthmatic disease and by familial, psychological, social and economical factors; 4) international studies on the prevalence of asthma have been very useful in mapping asthma as an important global health issue. Prevalence of a disease is certainly not the only determinant of its health care impact. Of greater importance might be the distribution of the different categories of severity of chronic asthma and the frequency and severity of acute asthma exacerbations. International studies on the distribution of these categories should be performed and should allow the identification of differences between countries and regions, when similar criteria are used; 5) in children aged
<5 yrs, it is often very difficult to differentiate wheezing caused by a viral respiratory infection from an exacerbation of asthma. Studies should be done to identify clinical criteria for a viral respiratory infection in children of that age. The establishment of validated clinical criteria might be helpful for the diagnosis and appropriate treatment of episodes of wheezing in children <5 yrs old; 6) although the symptoms of asthma in patients with intermittent asthma are usually mild and brief, occasionally some patients might have intermittent severe asthma. No controlled studies have identified the appropriate management of this type of patient. They are rare and usually the management consists of the treatment of their acute severe exacerbation. Further research is needed into the identification of the optimal chronic management and/or the early detection of worsening asthma of this type of patient; 7) there is also a general problem in defining and characterizing worsening of asthma. The spectrum of worsening of asthma varies from brief symptoms with a duration of a few minutes to a few hours, which responds very well to treatment with a short acting inhaled β-agonist, to the life-threatening severe exacerbation. The characteristics of an episode of worsening of asthma that leads into a severe exacerbation are not very well known. The possibility of differentiating such an exacerbation from a milder worsening of symptoms, should allow an optimal show of therapy and monitoring.

Management of chronic asthma

Established issues. All asthma guidelines agree on the objectives of the management of chronic asthma, namely control of asthma. This is defined by the absence of symptoms and exacerbations, no need for rescue medication or emergency room treatment, normal activities including the possibility to perform exercise and sports, normal lung function and absence of side effects from the treatments. The choice of medication and health care resources is dependent on the severity of the chronic asthma. Inhaled glucocorticosteroids are the basis of the treatment of chronic asthma for all types of severity, except intermittent asthma. The inhaled glucocorticosteroids can be used in different doses and combined with other controller medication. Short-acting β₂-agonists are the best rescue medication. Immunotherapy is considered to be insufficiently effective, poorly standardized and too costly to be recommended for developing countries. Although traditional methods of healing are frequently and increasingly used, their efficacy has not been established and their use cannot be recommended.

Remaining questions. 1) There is a huge need for an international action, maybe by the WHO and the World Bank, for making effective asthma therapy available in all countries all over the world. More specifically inhaled glucocorticosteroids should be available in all countries. They have proven to be cost-effective in different health care systems and in both developed and developing countries. 2) more research should be done on the identification of the cost-effectiveness of various combinations in the treatment of patients with moderate and severe persistent asthma. More specifically cost/effectiveness of the combination of inhaled corticosteroids with long acting inhaled β-agonists, slow released theophylline and antileukotrienes should be studied. The place of the new antileukotrienes in the management of chronic asthma is not fully established. Comparative studies with existing and well-established therapy should be done in all types of chronic asthma. Control of asthma should be the primary variable. 3) in view of the widespread use of immunotherapy and traditional methods of healing in the management of chronic asthma, further research is needed to compare the efficacy and the cost efficiency of these forms of treatment with the classical pharmacotherapy. 4) avoidance measures for allergens and other asthma triggers have been shown to be effective. Most of them are too expensive or impractical for implementation in families with a low income. Cheaper methods for allergen avoidance should be investigated.

Management of acute asthma

Established issues. 1) The role of short-acting inhaled β₂-agonists and oral glucocorticosteroids in the management of acute worsening of asthma has been sufficiently proven. There is also good evidence that intravenous aminophyllin is a valuable alternative to short acting inhaled β₂-agonists, if these agents are not available; 2) the classification of severity of acute worsening of asthma is based on clinical criteria but the availability of a peak flow meter during the assessment of an acute asthma attack is helpful. The criteria for hospitalization of a patient with an acute severe asthma exacerbation are well established. There is general agreement on the criteria for starting oral glucocorticosteroids in the treatment of acute severe asthma and the need to identify patients at a high risk of mortality.

Remaining questions. 1) Although many studies have shown that short-acting inhaled β₂-agonists can be given either via a large volume spacer or via a nebulizer, these devices are often not available in developing countries. There is currently an ongoing trial looking at the efficacy of a cheap spacer made with a plastic bottle; 2) further efforts should also be made to train nurses and other health care workers for the treatment of acute asthma. A strategy for adequate follow-up and optimal maintenance treatments after an acute exacerbation in different health care settings needs further development.

General recommendations

1) Although most of the aspects of the management of asthma are based on a generally accepted consensus, more studies are needed to provide strong evidence to support the current management strategy. The existing consensus should only being changed when sufficient evidence is available to do so; 2) a major effort should be made to educate health care workers at all levels on the diagnosis and management of asthma; 3) the cost-effectiveness of nonpharmacological treatment of asthma should be compared with that of pharmacological treatment; 4) an international effort should be made to make effective antiasthma treatment available to all asthmatic patients, independent of their socioeconomic status.
**Education**

Delivering effective care to those with asthma requires a partnership between patients and health professionals, both of whom are educated and organized in an effective manner in an adequately funded system. There needs to be good communication between patient and health professional, where prescriptions and devices are offered in a manner which makes it likely that they are used, and within an environment which recognizes that there are many stakeholders involved in quality asthma care.

These WAM proceedings can only summarize the key points regarding current knowledge in this area and to highlight the key research questions remaining. A more comprehensive state of the art review will follow in a subsequent publication.

**Communication**

A recent review of 21 studies conducted over a 10-yr period revealed that the quality of communication influenced patient health outcomes and is associated with reduced malpractice claims [116]. Two recent randomized controlled clinical trials demonstrated the vital role of good communication within consultations/healthcare visits if patients are to be satisfied with their medical care and manage their condition satisfactorily [117, 118]. Several studies have shown how health professional communication skills can be improved [118–120], with key components of positive health professional communication being: 1) a congenial demeanour (friendliness, humour, showing attentiveness); 2) engaging in interactive dialogue; 3) giving encouragement and praise empathy and reassurance (eliciting and acknowledging patients fears and immediately dealing with any concerns); 4) giving patients information about what to expect in the visit and information about the condition and treatment [118, 121, 122]; 5) eliciting shared goals and individualizing information about both medication and lifestyle; 6) giving feedback to the patient about how they are doing and performing regular reviews. These approaches need to be tailored for asthma severity/frequency and different age and cultural groups.

Verbal communication should be reinforced by different techniques, such as videos, audiotapes, and leaflets, together with specific teaching programmes developed for specific client groups [123]. The most preferred and successful education materials are those which are personalized and interactive [124]. Although patients want written information they are not always provided with what they want, and such materials are not always appropriately written [125]. There is no clear evidence that audiovisual material is preferable to simple written material, alone or in a supplementary role.

**Patient education and self-management**

There is reasonable consensus on the knowledge and self-management skills that patients should possess as a result of education [126]. They should: 1) accept that asthma is a long-term and a treatable disease; 2) be able to accurately describe asthma and its treatment; 3) actively participate in the control and management of their asthma; 4) identify factors that make their asthma worse; 5) describe strategies for avoidance or reduction of exacerbating factors; 6) recognize the signs and symptoms of worsening asthma; 7) follow a prescribed written treatment plan; 8) use the correct technique for administering medications including inhalant medications via metered dose inhaler (MDIs), dry powder inhaler (DPIs), disk-halers, spacers or nebulizers; 9) take appropriate action to prevent and treat symptoms in different situations; 10) utilize medical resources appropriately for routine and acute care; 11) monitor symptoms and objective measures of asthma control; 12) identify barriers to compliance (adherence) to the treatment plan; 13) address specific problems that have an impact on their individual condition.

Such patient education on aspects of self-management and self-treatment can achieve benefits in terms of increasing knowledge, reducing morbidity, enhancing compliance and in reducing use of health service resources [127–144]. Information alone is insufficient and successful interventions combine the giving of information with individualized self-treatment (action) plans and instructions and strategies to motivate patients to engage in self-monitoring and regular medical reviews. Such “action” plans may be based on symptoms, peak flow or both.

A recent systematic review by the Cochrane Airways Group [145] showed that teaching self-management skills work. The most successful studies have been those which include self-treatment (action) plans. Twenty-two studies comparing self-management with usual care were reviewed and showed that self-management reduced hospitalization (odds ratio (OR) 0.57), emergency room visits (0.72), unscheduled visits to the doctor (0.57), days off work or school (0.53), use of β2-agonists and symptoms.

Two approaches to integrating educational activities into clinical care have been studied. The first is for clinicians to provide the essentials of asthma education during clinical contacts with patients. Two studies have shown that training physicians to use communication and patient education skills results in increased teaching being reported by patients [118, 146]. Four studies have shown that teaching by physicians or nurses is associated with improved patient outcomes [134, 138, 147, 148]. The teaching of such self-management skills may successfully occur in a variety of hospital settings, including emergency rooms [143, 147, 149], and with less certainty of success in general practice or primary care. In addition, specific instruction in self-treatment (action) plans has been successfully demonstrated in hospital out-patients [150–152]. The second approach is to refer patients to organized asthma education programmes sponsored by or associated with the clinical setting. Such programmes have been effective in promoting prevention and treatment strategies by reaching community members not receiving appropriate care or education through the conventional health care system. For example, community based education programmes often targeting harder to reach groups have been shown to be effective [153–155]. Community organizations have also been used to deliver appropriate education and - although difficult to evaluate - have been found to be effective [134, 153].

Schools offer a unique setting for asthma education and provide an opportunity to reach large numbers of children.
independent of their access to medical care. Studies have been predominantly conducted in the USA [156, 157] where benefits were observed in health behaviour, reduction of asthma symptoms and school performance. A new approach to asthma education in adolescence is appearing where the educators are the young people themselves and it is delivered in the school environment to maximize coverage [158].

Although research-evaluating education for asthma has been conducted in many settings as outlined above, there have been no studies explicitly comparing the value of specific settings for education. Thus to date no clear evidence is available that one setting is best: rather each offers specific advantages and limitations that can be viewed as shaping the educational goals that can be attained. It would seem reasonable to expect that education should be available at every interface in whichever setting.

Careful study of the cost effectiveness of self-management programmes has shown positive results [123, 128, 142, 159–162]. The cost benefit ratios being between 12.5 and 1:11.22, meaning that the programme with the most favourable result brings a saving of $11.22 for every dollar spent. In many of the published studies, however, a common effectiveness variable, such as symptom-free and/or episode-free days are lacking. Furthermore, since most published studies only cover the initial year of treatment/intervention, the cost effectiveness of self-management programmes in asthma is likely to be under-estimated in the reported studies.

Lay and health professional liaison in asthma and the role of patient support organizations and asthma telephone helplines

The growing number of initiatives between lay people and health professionals suggest that existing health care services may be unable to meet the needs of the asthma population at large and that traditional education programmes and dissemination of practice guidelines may not be reaching and changing the behaviour of practising healthcare professionals. A variety of lay and health care liaison projects at community and regional levels are underway [153, 163, 164]. In addition, 21 of the 44 Asthma Associations mentioned in the GINA Directory of Asthma Associations [165] run a telephone helpline. The effectiveness of such helplines and that of patient support organizations remains to be formally evaluated.

Implementation of guidelines, health professional education and models for national training

Implementation of guidelines, health professional education and models for national training

Change is more likely when guidelines are disseminated to healthcare professionals using a specific educational intervention (such as a practice-based discussion meeting), and implemented using patient-specific reminders to prompt the healthcare professionals about recommendations during consultations (table 1); 3) multiple implementation strategies are probably more effective [170]; 4) national guidelines distributed without implementation strategies are unlikely to be effective. Local adaptation and implementation is a practical and effective strategy [169]. There is a need to test and evaluate approaches to dissemination into various settings (for example primary care physician, community and other professionals). 5) studies do not point to any one universally effective guidelines implementation strategy, only ones which are more or less effective in particular settings; 6) guidelines are only one of a number of tools, which can change clinician behaviour [173]. Others include institutional policies incorporating incentives and sanctions and various types of decision support strategies; 7) educational outreach visits are an important and effective way of changing clinician behaviour, especially prescribing. Their effect is enhanced when combined with strategies targeting barriers to change (e.g. administrative, attitudinal), and with other behaviour change strategies (e.g. reminder systems) [173]; 8) educators who are not peers can also be effective; 9) remote strategies (e.g. telephone detailing) and nonpersonal strategies (e.g. electronic guidelines summaries) are weakly effective.

Qualitative studies highlight administrative, organizational and workload related barriers to behaviour change.

Models for national training. Evidence based training is essential to prepare health professionals for greater involvement in asthma management. There is little evidence to show that national training centres are worthwhile, but general practices running asthma clinics by a specialist asthma nurse trained at a national training centre had more patients operating self-management plans, fewer patients with symptoms and days lost from work due to asthma, fewer acute attacks, and were more aggressive in giving patients short courses of systemic steroids than other practices [174].

Training is available on a national basis, for example in New Zealand, Canada and the UK. In the UK specialist training has been shown to be associated with favourable patterns of structure, process and clinical outcome [175, 176] and has demonstrated that those with diplomas from such training programmes are more likely to discuss the patients’ worries and anxieties than other health professionals [177]. Those who teach patients and offer their carers and families asthma information and self-management skills must be sufficiently knowledgeable and skilled themselves to be successful. Personal experience with the disease is insufficient preparation to deliver high quality education, especially to patients ranging widely in ages, asthma severity, comorbid conditions and personal/social circumstances. Standards for asthma educators should be set in each country and supported by validated certification examinations. This approach has worked well in training and certifying diabetic educators. The advantages of certification are: teaching competency and reliable standards of quality.
The role of public health policies and national campaigns and issues for high-income and low-income countries

Several countries, or regions of countries have demonstrated the benefits of public education, national campaigns and targeted regional activities; some offered by Government agencies, some by health professional collaborations and some by patient support organizations.

Mass media campaigns to increase public awareness have been evaluated in Australia [178], national asthma programmes are being evaluated in Finland, Malaysia, Norway and Peru and district asthma projects are being evaluated in the UK, USA, Canada and elsewhere.

The role of both health professional organizations and patient associations is fundamental in putting into practise the new scientific achievements, but it is essential to obtain changes in public health policies co-ordinated at the national and international level.

In low-income countries the list of the problems associated with delivery of effective care to those with asthma is often the same as in high-income countries, although the magnitude of the problems may be greater. Differing cultural perceptions may require specific education and problems with continuity of supply and availability of medicines needing to be addressed in individual country guidelines [179].

Important research questions

Communication. 1) How do researchers help both patients and health professionals communicate more effectively and use limited consultation time effectively? 2) how can it be ensured that health professionals communicate appropriate and acceptable messages? 3) the most effective method of communication needs to be determined for cultural subgroups and different age groups. The role of audiovisual materials added to the spoken and written word remain unclear as does the effectiveness of interactive multimedia and the use of e-mail and the Internet. An evaluation of the role of new methods of communication in improving health outcomes needs to be conducted.

Patient education and self-management. 1) Which self-management programme is required for what type of patient?; 2) on what symptoms and objective measures (peak flow or other) should action be instituted?; 3) it will be important to determine if the same should apply to all age groups, if one setting for patient education is better than another, and the optimal timing of delivery (emergency room, initial consultation, hospitalization, etc).

For these important questions to be answered, well trained and educated health professionals are, and required how health professionals are trained to deliver self-management and who is best equipped to deliver and reinforce such training, lay educators, respiratory therapists, pharmacists, nurses or doctors, therefore needs to be established. How such teaching and education is integrated into clinical care and made widely available needs further evaluation. The problems of targeting cultural groups and those suffering socioeconomic deprivation requires careful evaluation.

The cost effectiveness of patient education and self-management programmes is of increasing importance. The most cost effective way of implementing self-management programmes and their international comparability requires evaluation. This may hopefully lead to identification of the severity of asthma where the teaching of self-management is most cost effective. A large number of patients with asthma are seeking alternative complementary medicines, and whether these people are seeking the holistic approach or merely reflecting an anti-medication attitude needs to be established as well as the lessons that can be learnt and perhaps incorporated by traditional practitioners.

Education of staff via telephone help lines. 1) Can health care patterns and behaviour be altered in all groups of patients via community liaison initiatives?; 2) the role of patient support organizations and telephone helplines in providing selfhelp and guided support over and above usual clinical care needs to be examined, delineated and where appropriate, partnerships developed; 3) how lay educators are trained requires evaluation to ensure consistent messages are delivered; 4) the role of peer/adolescent asthmatics in the education of other young people with asthma needs to be established.

Implementation of guidelines: health professional education and models for national training. 1) Which dissemination/implementation methods for guidelines are effective in which settings?; 2) are guidelines a cost-effective tool for improving quality of care?; 3) do guidelines have a sustained effect on care and what mechanisms of reinforcement can sustain their effect through continuous implementation; 4) if education is based in primary care practices, is this cost effective?; 5) the components of educational intervention critical to success need to be clearly indentified together with the effectiveness of multiple visits compared to single visits; 6) the effectiveness of different professionals as educators (e.g. nurses, doctors, pharmacists) also requires evaluation; 7) the groups of health professionals (nurses, doctors, pharmacists, etc)
that national training centres target for training needs to be established together with the relationship between formal educator certification and improvements in asthma outcomes; 8) the most appropriate site for delivery of training for health professionals needs to be established, for example secondary care, universities or specialist training centres; 9) in light of changes relating to nurse prescribing, the question of whether patient outcomes are equal if nurses prescribe, compared to traditional prescribing by physicians requires careful evaluation.

The role of public health policies and national campaigns and issues for low-income countries. 1) How can the role of national asthma education campaigns and other public health efforts be defined and how should they be resourced?; 2) how should the outcomes of national asthma campaigns be measured and how can effective interventions best be disseminated and diffused into the general community, into the health professional community and into target settings?; 3) how should educational, healthcare and public health policies and strategies be adapted to the needs and resources for high- and low-income countries?

The message of the World Asthma Meeting

It is relatively rare, but a real necessity, that an international, multidisciplinary team of scientists discusses and presents the state-of-the-art knowledge regarding a world-wide public health problem. That is why the 1998 World Asthma Meeting had a shared commitment. This not only led to the publication of more than 500 free communications [180], but also to the above statements on the established issues and most urgent questions with respect to the causes and care of asthma. The latter is an obvious gain, as compared to the regular, single-society meetings.

What is the take-home message of this WAM? Well, there is a tremendous amount of knowledge about the various aspects of asthma, most of which has been obtained during the past two decades. This knowledge is in the public domain, and should be readily accessible in high- as well as in low-income countries. Nevertheless, the prevalence and burden of asthma is still growing around the world. This is unacceptable, and must be a challenge for scientists, doctors, nurses, and health care officials. The WAM has shown the way forward by providing a collaborative statement that is supported by the majority of international bodies in this field.

Epidemiology. There is a need to better measure the burden of asthma by improved technology, to understand its risk factors, to evaluate interventions aimed at preventing the onset or reversing the disease. It is recommended to concentrate on cohorts of young children, migrants, occupational and adult-onset asthma, and to involve low-income countries.

Prevention. Although there is good evidence of benefits of allergen avoidance for secondary/tertiary prevention in people who have asthma, the benefits of primary prevention remain unproven. A number of randomized controlled trials of various interventions for primary prevention are currently underway. Progress towards effective primary prevention depends on the outcome of these trials, but will probably require further observational studies to clarify risk groups, mechanisms, and modifiable risk factors.

Pathogenesis. More information is needed on the role of genetics, immune responses and microbial flora in the onset of asthma. It has to be resolved what translates atopy into asthma, and what can be learned from intrinsic, non-IgE-mediated asthma. Other areas of interest are the role of T-cell regulation, bronchial epithelium, airways remodelling, and smooth muscle " latch" in the development and the chronicity of the disease.

Management. The value of the current classification of severity is well established, but better criteria are needed for exacerbations and referral. The present aims and cost-benefit of controlling asthma are generally accepted. However, there is huge need for international action to ensure better access to treatment. Research of cost-effectiveness of treatment is needed both in high- and low-income countries.

Education. The large benefits of good communication, patient education and self-management are well established. Research is needed to compare materials and methods, to examine the uniformity of messages and health professional training, to target sub-groups, to measure quality and effectiveness, and to promote the implementation of guidelines, training and education by public health policies and national campaigns.

It is hoped that the current research agenda will lead to substantial progress in the prevention and management of asthma in the years to come. As a first step, the WHO has announced the next World Asthma Day, on May 3rd, 2000. This should ensure the necessary communication between the experts and the lay public regarding this disease.

Secondly, the collaboration between the international societies within the World Asthma Meeting will be preserved, because the next World Asthma Meeting will be held in Chicago, USA during the summer of 2001. Hence, there are still 1–2 yrs to work on the questions outlined above.

Organised by: The European Respiratory Society (ERS; host society), The American Academy of Allergy, Asthma and Immunology (AAAAI), The American Thoracic Society (ATS), The European Academy of Allergology and Clinical Immunology (EAACI), The International Union Against Tuberculosis and Lung Diseases (I.U.A.T.L.D.), and The Global Initiative for Asthma (GINA: including The National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute (NHLBI) and the World Health Organisation (WHO). Supported by: Asociación Latinoamericana de Thorax (ALAT), Asian Pacific Society of Respirology (APSR), European Federation of Asthma and Allergy Associations (EFA), International Pediatric Respiratory and Allergy Forum (IPRAF), International Study of Asthma and Allergies in Childhood (ISAAC), International Society for Aerosols in Medicine (ISAM), and United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP).
Working Group participants. Epidemiology and Prevention: J. Antó (Spain), A. Becker (USA), M.R. Becklake (Canada), B. Björksten (Sweden), F. de Blay (France), B. Brunekreef (The Netherlands), A.S. Buist (USA), P.G.J. Burney (UK), M. Chan-Yeung (Canada), A. Custovic (UK), D.A. Enarson (France), G. Marks (Australia), F. Martínez (USA), E. von Mutius (Germany), L. N'gari’ga (Kenya), J. Odhiambo (Kenya), N.E. Pearce (New Zealand), T.A.E. Platts-Mills (USA), D.S. Postma (The Netherlands), N. Shan Zhong (P.R. China), M.R. Sears (Canada), P. Vichyanond (Thailand), W. Vollmer (USA), U. Wahn (Germany), K. Weiss (USA), S. Weiss (USA), A. Woodcock (UK), A.J. Woolcock (Australia). Pathogenesis: B. Björksten (Sweden), E.R. Bleeker (Canada), B. Bochner (US), S. Bonini (Italy), L.-Ph. Boulet (Canada), J. Bouquet (France), W.W. Busse (USA), Th. Casale (USA), W. Cookson (UK), L.M. Fabbri (Italy), A.J. Frew (UK), P. Howarth (UK), M. Humbert (France), P.K. Jeffery (UK), D. Oliviery (Italy), L.J. Rosenwasser (USA), H.-W. Simon (Switzerland), A.J. Szczeklik (Poland), M. Vignola (Italy), J.O. Warner (UK), H. Yssel (France). Management: N. Ali-Khaled (France), C.E. Baena-Cagnani (Argentina), M. Bartal (Morocco), W.W. Busse (USA), Y.-Z. Chen (P.R. China), E. Dagli (Turkey), P. Diaz (Chile), D.A. Enarson (France), M. Greenblatt (South Africa), M. Hammadto (Indonesia), B. Keita (Côte d’Ivoire), R. Naidu (Barbados), H.E. Neffen (Argentina), P.M. O’Byrne (Canada), K. Ohta (Japan), R.A. Pauwels (Belgium), S. Pedersen (Sweden), O. Sow (Guinée), N. Tudoric (Croatia), M. Yousser (Syria), N. Zidouni (Algeria). Education: G.R. Barnes (UK), R. Beasley (New Zealand), N.M. Clark (USA), T.J.H. Clarke (UK), D. Evans (USA), M. Franchi (Italy), Ch. Griffiths (UK), S.L. Hill (UK), S. Janson (USA), Ch. Jenkins (Australia), S. Jeyaindran (Malaysia), J.J. Klein (The Netherlands), A. Lahdensoo (Finland), Ph. Madge (UK), L.M. Osman (UK), M.R. Partridge (UK), A. Pearson (UK), G.S. Rachelensky (USA), E.M.A.L. Rameckers (The Netherlands), R.B. Singh (India), V.S. Taggart (USA), R. Theodorakis (USA), J. van der Palen (The Netherlands), H. van der Velden (The Netherlands), S. Wilson (USA), M. Wormald (USA).
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